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Abstract
A comparison among three precisc timing cantem in tlie
Uiiited States has been conducted for more than 1year using
t.liree different synchronization methods. The timing centers
inrolved were the Unitcd States Naval Observatory (USKO)
in Washington, D.C., Newark Air Force Station (NAFS) in
Xemark, Ohio, and tlie National Bureau of Standards (NBS)
in Boulder, Colorado. The tliree methods were cesium bcam
portable cloch; Loran-C transinissions from Cape Far, h’orth
Carolina, and Dana., Indiana; and ABC, CBS, and NBC network television broadcash commonly received by the three
timing ccnters.
Cesiuni beam portable clocks have the capability of accurately and prccisely synchronizing remote clocks to within 0.2 p.
The Loran-C data involved a 3500km (21SOmiIes) ground
wave path - the longest L o r a n 4 ground wave path that has
been strtdieci with the precision and accuracy reported herein.
The long-term Frecision achieved was about 1p over 1 gear.
The accuracy is limited on occasion by ina.bility to resolre
tlie 10 p aiubiguity of the 100-kHz pulsc train. The precision
ca.11abilit.yof maintaining reniote clock synchronization within
the majoritr of the continental United States using network
television broadcasts was inferred to be about 5 I ~ S . T s~-l;’:~
over the range of t from SG400 s (1 day) to about lo7 s
(324 daFs) b u t witli definite accuracy limitations caused by
such factors as occasional network re-routing of t,he te1evisio:i
si,qials. Some estimates of the long-term frequency stabilities
among the references used at the three timing centers were
Iwns:ired or inferred.
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Introduction
Time and frequency dissemination via television
has received much attention during tohepast few years.
Even though some very imlmssive rcsults have already been obtained using television [I--61, it seems
still to be s pioneer field. I n this paper we compare
television with two other state-of-Che-art methods of
timc and frequency c3ssemination - Loran-C and
portable c1ocl;s - and. evaluate some precision and
zccuracy capJ:ilit,ies of each.
The telcrisioii methcd is readily available, very
inexpensive, and within the majority of the contincntu.1 United States it is a common source for many
users. Lornn-C, b e b g well est.a\jlishedand well known
for its precision and accuracy [7-s], has been chose21
to compare irit!i thr television sj-stem. Portable clocl;s
we used as 2 referencc bccanse of their precision and
accuracy for re:notc synclironizatioil - one of the besii
techniques yet. a\-ailable [O]. The portable cloclis
rcferrcd t o i n t!iis paper arc those of the United States
Sara1 C!bscrrat.ory (USKG). We mill exclude innny
other disselniiistioii t~cchniyucs such as VLF and
sakIlit.c, as these have already bceii covered in S O I ~ I C
dctail [IO-E].
Therc are time fandsinentd aspxts of t h e whicli
<:a11 be t l i s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i i 1-ia
~ i > these
i e c l methods. The first, is
tiiiie iiiknxl ivliich can be rclat.ccl t o frequency freqticnc.v Ijcing the iiivei‘se pcriod of a n oscillatioi\.
Tile scconcl p..sj)cct is t.l:ai; of date or clock rcadiu:
\vliich !ins oftcii becn cdletl cpocli. \I’c ptxfw the t m
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of the word date because epoch has alternate meanings
that could lead to confusion. Often we have a master
clock, and we wish to communicate its date or time
by some technique to a slave station located elsewhere.
The third aspect is shultaneity - the practical application of which is clock synchronization, i-e., two clocks
have the same reading in some frame of reference.
In principle, if we had perfect clocks, we could
synchronize them once and they wodd remain synchronized forever. There are two basic reasons in
practice why the synchronization does not persist.
First of all, systematic (non-random) effects such as
frequency drift, frequency offset, and environmental
effect% on equipment often cause time dispersion.
These must be analyzed and solved at each particular
lowtion. Secondly, there are different kinds of random
noise, or what me might call n o n - d e t e r d t i c kinds
of processes, that affect these time and frequency
centers and/or the time communication systems.
"hese latter processes can typiwlly be o l d e d
statistically. We will discuss and apply some useful
statistical measurea for the time and frequency
dispersion of the dissemination systeme in question.
Most of the data analyzed in this paper were taken
by other people, and we wish to acknowledge the h e
work and careful data taking and reporting of the
personnel at the U.S.Naval Observatory (USNO)and
the Newark A 3 Force Station (NAFS), as well as of the
personnel in addition to the authors at the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS).
I n discussing the precision capabilities of the above
three methods of time dissemination, it is of interest
to have a statistical measure of the t i e and/or frequency dispersion characteristics of each method.
The non-random aspects of the data, i.e., that due to
the frequency and time differences between the three
timing centers under consideration, are generally of
primary interest. However, the precision with which
these may be determined can best be evaluated by a
study of the random processes that perturb a particular method of time dissemination. I n general, if one
knows the spectral density (or the autocorrelation) of a
particular random process, and if the distribution is
normal, one knows all there is to know about the statistical properties of the process. Since the distributions of the processes being studied in this paper are
probably normal, it will be our primary concern to
discuss and employ some statistical measures of time
and/or frequency dispersion involving autocorrelation
yielding spectral density estimates of the perturbing
noise processes. and which also often yield information
about the underlying perturbation mechanisms.
It is often the case that data are taken at a constant
repetition rate with a period of sampling, T; and
each data point is an average over a time t called the
sample time Let the total number of data points
taken in a continual data set be M . Further, for every
measurement system there is a high frequency cutoff
usually called the measurement system bandwidth,
f B , such that noise a t frequencies greater than f B
will be attenuated and non-relevant. I n the past it has
been conmion practice to compute the standard
deviation as a statistical measure of such a data set:
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where Q denotes the P data point and 2 denotes the
average of all M of the Q. For most of the noise processes that are pertinent in time and frequency
metrology, it has been shown that b s t d . d e v . depends
upon M , T, t and f~ [13-15], and all of these parameters should be noted for each experiment. Furthermore, a a d . d e v . is a measure of the distribution width
only and gives no information that would allow a
spectrum estimation. We have found it convenient to
use the Allan variance [13-151:

'
a 6 (a2(N,T,t,f ~ ) ,)
(2)
where the angle brackets denote the expectation
value, and N is the number of data points for each
estimate of a2(N,T,t,f ~ ) .
For many pertinent noise processes, we have found
that a power lam spectral density is a good model, Le.,
S,W= Af"
(3)
where f is the Fourier frequency and A is the intensity
of the noise process. Throughout this paper y denotes
the fractional frequency deviations, x denotes the time
deviations, and y is thus proportional to the derivative of x. Further, it has been shown that if N,fB,
and the ratio r = T / t are held constant, then 4 is
equal to at" with p related to u as follows:
-u-1
-3<0(<1
(4)
P=
-2
& >1 ,
9

{

and with the constraint that I r f lla-ll
~ > 1 [io, 131.
DUB,
by hding the dependence of $ as a function of
t,the

spectral density may be inferred. For a more
detailed explanation of the N , T, and t dependence,
the relationship between p and u, and the relationship
between the frequency domain and time domain
coefficients, A and a,see Ref. [I41 and [15].
There is a particular Allan variance which has been
recommended by the IEEE subcommittee on frequency stability [14]. It is defined as follows:

g((t)E ( 4 ( N = 2, T = r, t,f B ) ) .
(5)
This measure has some very convenient experimental
and theoretical characteristics. For example, with M
values of g( a n estimate of uy(r)is:
where
(7)

and the interval between each discrete time measurement xt is r. Also once a U ( t )has been calculated, the
time dispersion may be estimated by simply calculating
the product a z ( t )s t.au(t)[14]. This estimate is
good for white noise frequency modulation but is
approximately a factor of 1.3 too optimistic for flicker
noise frequency modulation and its approximately a
factor of 1.7 too pessimistic for flicker noise phase
modulation with respect to an optimum prediction
routine [16].
The above statistical measures will be used to
calculate the precision for the dat,a used in this paper.
From thcse analyses we will draw some conclusions
regarding the relative precision of the tlirce tiiiie and
frequency dissemination techniques lierein discussed,
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i.e., network television, Loran-C, and portable clocks.
Accuracy, on the other hand, may be defined as follows: for frequency it is the confidence with which a
frequency is known with respect to the currently
defined resonance in cesium 133; and for time it is the
confidence with which a date is known with respect
to a reference time scale such aa Vn:(NBS).

Metrologia

TD-2 system [17].At a terminating station, such as an
affiliate local transmitter, the microwave signal from

the applicable repeater station is converted to a video
signal and retransmitted by VHE' or UHF (commer- ,
cia1 TV) to a local service area. Reception points of
such broadcasts for our data were the U.S. Naval
Observatory (USNO), Washington, D. C.; Newark Air
Force Station (NAFS) Newark, Ohio; and the National
Time and Frequency Stability of Network TV
Bureau of Standards (NBS), Boulder, Colorado.
Description of TV Line-IO Timing Systenz
This version of TV timing uses the pulse identiAfter the work of Tolman and others [14], the fying line-10 of the odd field in the 525-line system M
TV line-10 system was developed by NJ3S aa a passive aa a passive transfer pulse [3], [6]. This pulse occurs
means of comparing precision clocks, geographically during the blanking re-trace interval between successeparated but periodically compared via commonly sive fields; the line-10 pulse was chosen for timing aa
received network broadcasts [6]. An overview of the it is the first horizontal synchronization (sync) pulse
system is shown in Fig. 1. The broadcaats utilized in following the equalizing and vertical sync pulses and
this paper originate from the New York City Studios of therefore is w y to identify with simple logic circuits.
three commercial TV networks (ABC,CBS, and NBC). Fig.2 shows a typical equipment configuration for
These originating networks incorporate independent line-10 synchronization. Almost any type of televiatomic fiequency standards (rubidium gas wll) to sion receiver, black and white or color, is suitable for
stabilize their transmissions. The New York signals, reception of the signals used for timing. Various combroadcast without auxiliary time ooding, traverse binations of auxiliary equipment can be used with the
varied and long paths a t microwave frequencies. This receiver to synchronize the clocks. A typical combinarelay system is a chain of broadband radio links en- tion is a line-10 synchronized pulse generator (available
compassing the continental United States at line-of- a t a cost of about $165), a digital counter-printer
sight distances of some 40 to 60 km between re- (about 0.1 p resolution),and a clock whose frequency
peaters. The microwave relay system carryjng over is known to an accuracy of a few parts in io9 and
95% inter-city television programs is known aa the which haa an output of 1 pulse per second (1pps),
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whose date should be knom to about 16 p.A functional block &gram of the line-10 identscation
circuitry employed is shown in Fig. 3.
m e timing system employed to collect the data
used in this paper works as follows: At the =me date,
to an accuracy of a few microseconds, which is much
better than is needed, counters are s t a d at all
laboratories with a 1pps tick from their 1-1 reference
atomic clocks. Near this time a line-IO horizontal
sync pulse is broadcast from one of the New Pork
GQIoriginating TV t"U3tbrs. After diverse delays
through both common and separate microwave links,
the sync pulse - received by the laboratoriea at
different times due to the delay and clock differences stops the corresponding counters. The difference, then
between each pair of counter readings at any two
receiving laboratories, remains constant except for
instabilities in the propagation delay and/or instability
or relative frequency offsets among the reference
atomic clocks.
Likewise, any other clock can be compared with
the UTC (USNO)and UTC (NBS) scales through a
similar reception-recording system. If the system is
to be used for accurate setting of the clock's date the
delay of the propagation p a t h involved must be
calculated or calibrated, e.g., with a portable clock.
Since the period of one TV frame is about 33 ms, it
is also necessary to resolve this ambiguity at the receiving site to within about 16ms. NBS distributes
these line-IOdaily measurements in terms of UTC (NBS)
in the monthly NBS Time Service Bulletin [18].
The USNO distributes line-IO data in terms of
UTC (USNO-MC)in the weekly Series 4 Time Services
Bulletin [19]. These publications will publish future
changes, modifications to the TV system, or other
factors affecting a user in the field.
Advantages of line-lo timing include 1)simplicity
and minimum cost of comparison equipment; 2) low
cost of mainta.ining synchronization with long range
and long term precision of better than 10 ps; 3) no
effect on regular TV networks and with no external
cost to user; 4) three TI7 networks with atomic clock
references proride redundancy and backup data in case
one Ti' channel shows a microwave reroute; and 5) a.
Illcthod for sin;uIt,zneous ~lmintainanceof sub-lnicrosccolld ~y~l~!lro:lization
of several clocks diversely
located lvitliin the service area of a COInmOn traus11littcl..wit Ilout r c p r d to nationn~programming. rrllese

advantages must be tempered by such factors as 1)
microwave paths can be intempid without notice;
2) there is limited s i m u l h e ~ n sViewing time of
nationwide network programs; 3) present network
distribution does not allow cummon programming
with West Cowt transmission lines, although local
synchronization from a common transmitter can be
effected; 4) system is not compatible with tape delayed programs; and 5 ) the system ambiguity is 33 ms.
(Note that time-of-day is "ambiguous" to 1 day.)

Stability of the USNO, NBS TV Path
The TV paths being considered are from two to
four thousand kilometers in length. The particular
problem mentioned above of a n occasional TV network re-route will cause a n effective change in the
delay. So it is highly advantageous to use all three
networks so that such a change can readily be identified. Conveniently, we do have three networks so that
outliers and delay changes are easily recognized.
During the analysis period studied, which mas from
25 June 1969 to 30 December 1970, there were only
about two network delay changes per year per network, so it is not a serious inconvenience. The felevision time measurements using the line-IO method were
made at 2025 UT, 2026 UT, and 2027 UT (I h earlier
during Daylight Savings Time) on RrBC, CBS, and
ABC, respectively and nominally every work day at
each of the three laboratories involved.
Fig. 4 is a plot of the fractional frequency stability,
o Y ( t )versus the sample time t in days for the TV
paths between Washington, D.C., and Boulder, Colorado, for each of the three networks (this assumes that
the instabilities of the reference time scales are
negligible). An ensemble of commercial cesium beam
frequency standards and dividers to generate atomic
time (AT) was used at each location as the 1 pps
time reference, i.e., AT (USNO)' and AT (NBS)
[20-23]. The dashed line in Fig. 4 corresponds to a
noise process with cz greater than or equal t o 1. By
analyzing the time fluctuations directly (rather than
the frequency fluctuations), we determined the TI7
We have chosen the designation AT (USKO) to parallel
our desi~pationAT (NBS) and for consisiency with the New
Dellli CCIR 12ccoiunwxdstion 45s of Study Group V I 1 for
Standard Frequency and Time Signals. USNO (Xean) or A.
1 (Bfcan) in Ref. [22] is identical to AT (VSSO) as used
Iiercin.
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dence, however, on this single sample stability estimate
is undoubtedly poor.
Since there are three essentially independent networks, they can be combined optimally by weighting *.
each one inversely proportional to its variance. We '
chose the variance at z= 7 days, since it has the best
confidence, to calculate the weights of 0.52, 0.38, and
0.10 for ABC, CBS, and NBC, respectively. This is
optimum in the sense of giving a minimum variance,
and it should be noted that these coefficients need to
Y
be calculated for each pair of receiving laboratories
%\
or effectively for each TV path. The squares in Fig. 4
\*
represent the stability using this optimum weighting
procedure. The squares in Fig. 5 show the time fluctuations of the weighted three network TV data between USNO and NBS as measured each Wednesday.
Fig. 4. Fractional frequency stability, u&), of the AT(USN0)
of the points used in the computation was an
- AT(NBS) time scalea compared by the 3-network TV Each
average of 40 measuremenla taken at one-second
l i e - I O technique
intervals. A one-second measurement gives almost aa
good precision, but the averaging allows one to renoise wm reasonably modeled with a n a- 1 process, cognize outliers. The interval between the measured
i.e., flicker noise phase modulation for this path. line-10 horizontal sync pulses is 1.001s and hence
Calculating the time dispersion, as(t)for the dotted there is a walk between a standard 1pps and the line10 pulse of 1ms per second (modulo 33.366.. nu).
line gives the following equation [14]:
T V and Cesium Beam Stability at NAFS
C T (5)
~ = 62 IB [6
3 loge (2n t f ~ )loge 2fk , (8)
The
same line-10 TV network method waa employwhere t is in seconds; f~ for a color
receiver is
about 3.2 MHz. Aa can be seen from Fig. 4, Eq. (8) ed as outlined above at Newark Air Force Station
is apparently valid to within about 30% for values (NAFS) in Newark, Ohio. Their time reference was a
o f t in the range 7 days 5 t 5 200 days, and a&) has commercial cesium beam frequency standard and
clock. Both USNO and NBS data were used to study
a value of about 0.6 p over this range.
The fractional frequency difference between AT the path stability between Washington, D.C., and
(USNO) and AT (NBS) calculated over the period of Newark, Ohio, and between Boulder, Colorado, and I'
Newark, Ohio, over the periods from 24 September
analysis was:
1969 to 16 December 1970 and from 17 September
1969 to 30 December 1970 respectively.
Fig. 6 shows the fractional frequency stability
I 4.56 x IO-ls via NBC .
a v ( t ) for both paths using all three TV networks
optimally weighted. The squares show the stability
The precision of these measurements is about f 3 x IO-"
for the USNO, NAFS TV path with weights of 0.36,
as may be seen from the stability measured at T =
224 days. A n additional inference from Fig. 4 is that 0.57, and 0.07 for ABC, CBS, and NBC respectively.
the combined instabilities of AT(USN0) and AT The circles show the stability for the NBS, NAFS
(,YBS) mere not worse than 3 x IO-" over the period TV path with weights of 0.29, 0.36, and 0.35 for ABC,
being considered and for t = 224 days. The confi- CBS, and NBC respectively.

.
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Fig. 5. Relatire time differences of tho AT (NBS) - AT (USKO! time scales conipared by the Loran-C, 3-network TI'
line-10, and cesium portable clock techniques plus arbitrary constants
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Fig. 6. Fractional f uency staadity, u&), of the BoulderNewark and the W hgtan, D.C.-Newark paths vis. the 3network TV line-10 technique

Fig. 7. Time diEmncea ( d i i and filtered) of the Bouldern, D.C.-Newark paths via the 3Newark and the Was
network TV line-IO =que
plus an arbitrary consfant

The slope indicated by a = 0 is probably the noise
of the TV line-10 time transfer system, but the type
of noise is unexpected, i.e., white noise frequency
modulation or random walk of phase noise. Ca,lculating
as (t)= ta,(7) gives :

respectively, and the form of the Wiener filter for the
discrete case is as follows:

3

~z(=
t ) (0.13

&J-''*)

t1I2

i

I:

i-j

m e - 7

(10)

where t is in days, and is in the range 7 days 5 r < 100
days. A n explanation of this random walk of phase
noise could be some step changes in the delay for which
there was inadequate accounting during the data
reduction.
Note that the stability gets worse for z larger
than 100 days with a maximum at t equal to about
year for both the s q u a w (USNO vs NAFS) andthe
circles (NBS vs KAFS). This part of the stability
plot is probably due to a seasonal or annual effect on
the time reference cesium standard at NAFS.

where

and l is normalized to the same units as i and j, Le.,
days, weeks, etc. A convenient recursive filter that
approximatea Eq. (13)is:

For the signal and noise processes given by Eqs. (11)
and (12), using Ref. [14], E takes on the value
1

t=-t1
Wiener Filtering of T V Data

dSy(noise)

'qy(signa1)

( f ) = A lo

3

(I)= B f-2

(16)

where tIis the value o f t corresponding to the intercept of the dashed lines in Fig. 6. For these particular
data sets, E had values of 7 weeks and 9-114 weeks
for the Washington, D.C., to Newark, Ohio, and the
Boulder, Colorado, to Newark, Ohio, paths respectively.
The dots in Fig. 7 show the weighted three network values measured each Wednesday for each of the
above two paths. The solid lines show the result of a n
application on these data of the Wiener filter given by
Eq. (13) with the sum being taken over about
1-112 time constants, i.e., the past 10 and 14 values
(weeks) respectively for the above two paths. Note
the slope of one part in 1013and the strong correlation
between the two paths both before and after filtering.
It is apparent from Fig. 7 that the time constant, 6,
is some too large, which implies that the noise model,
E = -2, for the instabilities in the cesium beam frequency standard is too low-frequency (Fourier frcquency) divergent. Probably E = -1 (flicker noise
frequency modulation) would be a better model, but
(11) the optimum filter for an a = 0 noise and a = -1
signal has not been worked out to the best of our
(12) knowledge.

In Fig. 6 the dashed line representative of a = 0
(white noise FM) appears to be a good model for the
instabilities in the TV data over the two paths mentioned above. If one can assume that the dashed line
represent.ative of LY = - 2 (random walk of frequency
noise) is a good noise model for the cesium beam reference standard, then it has been shown that a Wiener filter may be applied to the data [II, 24.1. Assuming that the LY = 0 process is noise and the a = -2
process is signal, i.e., we wish to have a best estimate
of the behavior of the cesium reference as observed
through the noise of the TI7 line-IO time transfer
system, then the filter takes on a very simple form,
Le., an exponential. We mean by best estimate a
minimum mean squared error for ( [ $ ( t ) - s(t)I2>
where s ( t ) is the true behavior of the cesium beam
reference standard and s^ ( t ) is the Wiener filtered estimate.
The models for the noise and signal are:
and

3
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Residual Time Dispersion of Optimum Processed TV

Melrologiu

North Carolina, to USNO and to Dana, Indiana, and
from Dana, ;Indiana, to Boulder, Colorado. Dana,
Indiana, is phase controlled to within 0 . 2 with
~
respect to Cape Fear wing as the place of phase re- ($ \
ference Warner Robins fir Force Base in Georgia [25].
The circles represent the Loran-C measurements as
made every fifth day. The triangles are the USNO
portable clock trips between USNO and NBS with a
reported accuracy of date transferral of 0.1 p~(191.
The circles in Fig. 9 show the fractional frequency
stability, u v ( t )for the L o r a n 4 d a h plotted in Fig. 5.

Data
Taking the difference between the two solid lines
in Fig. 7 gives us a filtered estimate of time fluctuations between AT (USNO) and AT (NBS). If we now
apply a Wiener filter to the TV line-lo data plotted
in Fig. 5 , we have a direct path Htered estimate of the
same fluctuations. Taking the difference between these
two estimates leaves as a residual the noise or perturbations introduced during the data processing, i.e.,
filtering, improper adjustment for TV network delay

4$\\\\\!'!4

Q

"CM T.V.

Ll
lw

Fig. 8. Residual time differences of tbe 3-network TV line-IO
technique between Boulder, Newark, and Waehington, D.C.

Fig. 10. Estimation of the rme time dispersion v e " sample
time for Loran-C, 3-network TV lime-IO, and cesium portable
clock techniques with USNO and NBS aa the time references

0

changes, eta. This residual is plotted in Fig. 8. Note,
the data fall within a vertical range o f k l p over
about a I-year period. If the data in Fig. 8 are
anallyzed statistically, the intensity of this residual
noise is found to be only about 40% of that given in
Eq. (IO),Hence, we have a n experimental consistency
check that the errors introduced during data processing are significantly below the inherent noise of the
TV line-IO timing system.

The circles in Fig. 10 show a n estimate of the time
dispersion, u Z ( t )E zuy(t) for the same data. The
squares in Fig. 10 show the same estimate of time
dispersion for the TV line-l0 data shown in Fig. 5.

T i m Accuracy of TV Line-10,Loran-C, and Cesium
Por.table clocks

Time and Frequency Stability of Loran-C
Stability of USNO, NBS Loran-C Path
The circles in Fig. 5 represent the time difference
AT (2\7BS) - AT (USNO) plus a n arbitrary constant
via a 3,500 km Loran-C path going from Cape Fear,
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0

0
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Pig. 9. .\ppa!enr Loran-C fractional frequency stability, u y ( t ) ,
orer a continantal USA path
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The ordinate shown in Fig. 5 for the TV line-10
system, for the Loran-C, and for the portable clocks
has been chosen to provide a convenient display of
the data and has no meaning for comparing the
different time dissemination systems on an absolute
basis since over these paths only the portable clocks
have accurate date transferral capabilities a t the levels
plotted. For the pat,hs being considered, both the T V
line-IO system and Loran-C need a path delay calibration in order to establish sub-microsecond synchronization. Loran-C delays can often be calculated to better
than 1ps for areas within good ground-wave coverage.
For a TV line-IO system the continental path delay
would be extremely difficult t o calculate ; however,
the path delay may be readily calculated to within
about 1ps when both receiving points are line-of-sight
to the same T V transmitter [I].
On the other hand,
the cycle ambiguity for Loran-C is l o p s within the
pulse train whereas it is 33 ms for the TV line-IO
system. This means that the cycle ambiguity could be
resolved very easily on t ! i e T V line-IO system using
the transmissions from WSVV whereas the 10 ps
ambiguity of Loran-C requires a greater accuracy to
adequately resolve.
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Fig. 10 also shows a n estimate of the time &persion characteristics for cesium beam portable clocks
presently available. Note that the dispersion degrades
to be that of either T V or Loran-C for t values of a
few weeks. For portable clocks t may be interpreted
as the time since the last calibration date. It is
obvious for this and other reasons t h a t portable clock
trips should be made quickly for the best accuracy in
date communication.
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Short-Temt Frequency Stability of TV, Loran-C, and
Porhblt?Clock
It is often desirable to have available a reference

I.

standard frequency for calibrating the frequency
(time interval) of a clock, or of a frequency counter,
etc. In color television broadcwtiug, a color "subcarrier" of 63/88 of 5 M X z (3.67. MHz) is trammitted on the VHE" or UHF signal. It is used as a
reference signal in the color television receiver to
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Fig. II.Relative fractional frequency stability, a, (T),versus
sample time for Loran-C, 3-network TV line-10, CBS TV color
subcarrier, and cesium portable clock
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demodulate the chrominance sidebands. Since the major U.S. networks generate the color subcarrier with
rubidium frequency standards, this color subcarrier
may be used as a reference standard frequency. f i e quency stability measurements of the color subcarriers
of all three major U.S. networks (originating in New
Yo&) have been made at the NBS laboratories in
Boulder [26]. SBS designed instrumentation both to
syntheslze the output of a 1- or 5-IKHz local frequency
standard to 3 5 7 . . . MI-Iz and t o compare phases of
the local synthesized signals to the received subcarrier
frequency. A plot of the stability of some of the best
data received in Boulder, Colorado, are represented
by the squares marked CBS in Fig.11. Typically the
stahlit? nas a factor of two or three times worse
than this. The stability was well modeled by a t-%
power lair and persisted regardless of which of the
t h e e netirorks was used. Calculating az (t)-t*ou(z)
for an ejtimate of the time dispersion of the color subcarrier for the data plotted gives the very impressive
result t h a t
GZ ( 5 )= 0.3 11s --c'/s s-'/o
(17)
WJth T 111 the range 12 s i -c< 384 s The frequency
stahlit\ of the color subcarrier was also lneasured in
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the range 1 ps< r < 1 s with the resultant value for
aZ(t)of Inanosecond.
Some measurements of the stability of the horizontal sync pulse for short sample times, t,in the range
from 1s to 64 s were made. It was determined that a
reasonable model (-30% confidence) of the time
dispersion for both this short term measurement and
the combined three network stability plotted in Fig. 4
was as follows:
a&) = 5 n s d . s-'h .
(18)
We have no explanation for the unusual apparent
power law of z'k
It should be noted that for sample times longer
than a few minutes one almost always observes step
changes of a t least several nanoseconds in a particular
network's delay time. These changes apparently are
caused as a network changes !CV cameras for commercials, new programs, etc. Since theae steps are discrete
and non-random, they can usually be identified, and
the data could be corrected accoordingly.
"he fractional frequency stability of the Loran-C
signal received in Boulder, Colorado, from Dana,
Indiana, was also analyzed for sample times, t, of
several seconds and is plotted as the circleslabeled Dana
to Boulder in Fig. 11. This is a very long ground-wave
path for Loran-C, and the stability is probably much
better than thia in stronger signal arm. Also plotted
in Fig. 11
the triangles are fractional frequency
stability data for a typical cesium beam portable
clock.
It is interesting to compare the relative stabilities
(precision) of the three methods for a sample time, t,
of about 200 s. The values of uv(t)are about 10-lo,
l e u , 4 x 10-l2 for Loran-C, TV color subcarrier, and
cesium portable frequency standard, respectively.
The TV color subcarrier provides a very inexpensive
and precise method for frcquency calibration. The accuracy of a measurement in all three cases is limited
by the accuracy of the reference standard employed
as well as by the precision of the measurement. To
improve the usefulness of the T V color subcarrier
method NBS now publishes weekly measurements
of the absolute frequencies of the above three TV
networks' rubidium gas cell frequency standards [18].
Fig. 11 also shows for comparison purposes the
previous data discussed (see Figs. 4 and 9) comparing
AT (USSO) and AT (NBS) via Loran-C and via TV
line-IO time transfer system. Two additional stability
points are plotted for the line-10 TV time transfer
system for the Washington, Boulder path a t t equal 1
and 2 days. The circles a t the right are the stabilities
via Loran-C, and the squares a t the right are the
stabilities -i-ia line-IO TV.
Conclusions
It may be inferred from the results of this paper
that the three network TV line-IO timing system
properly filtered may be used in a large majority of
the United States to keep clocks synchronized to
within an rms precision of about:
oz (t)= 5 ns .-c'la s-lls
(19)
where 5 has at least the range of 8G400 s to about
2 x 10' (I day to 22-1days). The clocks are assumed
t o l i a r c lieen synchionized prcviously. The T V color
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subcarrier may be used as a frequency reference with
a precision capability of about:
0, (t)
= 3.5 x 10-10 r a / 1 s%
(20)
where t has at least the range of values from
12 s< r < 384 8.
The long-term fractiond frequency shbilitiw of
Loran-Cand of the three network TV h e - 1 0 system
received in Boulder, Colorado, are comparable at
a level of about:
~,(t)
= 2 x 10-1%-'/~ daya'a
(21)
where thas a t least the range from 1 d a y s t 224 days.
Both systems provided precision capabilities of ii few
parts in I O " for sample times of one-half year and
longer and with rms time &pereions of about i p
for t = 1 year.
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